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Ta-ta to tea in India?
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[CNBC-TV18]

Jacksonville, Florida (CoffeeNetwork) 
Diane Faulkner 

Ta-ta to tea in India? 

Non-exclusive deal between Tata Coffee and Starbucks in the making 

Tea is to India as coffee is to cowboy, right? Mmm… maybe not so much anymore. Western-style coffee cubbies are more and more popular among continental
Indians these days. Take a stroll down the streets of Mumbai, and you can practically see the coffee aroma waft into the street air and lasso some poor, thirsty college
grad who's off to join the workforce. 

It's a new time, and a new taste is right behind. Starbucks knows it, and to tap the newest savory trend, it's tapped India's Tata Coffee, which is part of the Tata Group
conglomerate. Tata will be one of the inroads for Starbucks to both buy Indian coffee and to explore the potential for planting some of its retail stores on the continent.

And why not? Even in this weak market, Tata Coffee has shown gains of over twenty-five percent in the last three sessions. 

In a very structured memorandum of understanding, Tata Coffee would start off as a supplier. Tata's standards are very high, according to managing director Hameed
Huq, and "…we have met their standards," and could supply Arabica coffee for the stores to come to India and quite possibly other stores in south-east Asia. 

Though Starbucks is known to do its own roasting, Tata's Kushalnagar Works, which has a state-of-the-art roastery, is proposed to supply stores in and around India. 

The partnership would also give Indian coffee a platform like it never had before. Starbucks is a hugely popular global brand, and any coffee attached to it is sure to do
well. In an interview with CNBC-TV18, Huq said, "One of the things we are looking at is if we can have an Indian origin blend (sic) which will be taken up by Starbucks and
marketed globally… We have already started sampling out to them. The Arabica crops are just coming in now, so we should be finalizing something very soon… by
early next month, we well also be looking around at other sources of good Arabica coffee (sic) which meets Starbucks' requirement." 

With hugely upgraded infrastructure that has helped further refine coffee quality to Starbucks' standards, Tata Coffee may well be on the way to the global promised
land. 
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